Abstract: This paper proposes a new autonomous self-organizing content-based node clustering peer to peer Information Retrieval (P2PIR) 
Scalable Self-Organizing Structured P2P
Information Retrieval Model Based on Equivalence Classes
Introduction
Peer to Peer (P2P) systems were proposed as distributed file sharing systems of large set of collaborating nodes. Each node plays a role as information provider server or consumer client at the same time [19] . P2P models are generally designed as a layer on-top-of the Internet. A P2P system provides different services such as resource sharing, robust routing and redundant storage. It was considered as an appropriate alternative to the client-server architecture for some application domains [1] . In the meantime, scalability is a necessary requirement of P2P systems. Earlier P2P systems attempted to achieve scalability by flooding queries randomly to neighbours, which swamped the network with unanswered queries. Time to Live Limit (TTL) was used to forward queries that reduced the chance to find relevant answer(s). Distributed Hash Tables  (DHTs) were proposed as deterministic models of file allocation and lookup. DHTs assign each keyword a numeric key; a node that has closer identifier to a key allocates a pointer to the file that contains the keyword. Therefore, each file could be pointed by many nodes. DHTs efficiently allocating a single keyword but it encounters larger communication cost when attempting to find answers to queries of several keywords [24] . Peer-to-Peer Information Retrieval (P2PIR) systems proposed to incorporate full text retrieval to widen the keyword allocation, such that document or topic allocation is used instead of a single keyword. P2PIR systems are implemented by adding a new layer of information retrieval on top of P2P architecture [2] .
As large numbers of nodes joining the P2PIR systems, information allocation and lookup is enhanced by creating direct links between similar nodes in a P2PIR system, because a request could be directed to a subset of nodes that most likely having relevant information [3, 4, 5, 7, 10] . Many models of P2PIR have been proposed, such models could be categorized into: extensions to simple keyword search, self-organizing P2PIR systems, and content-driven node clustering approaches.
Extensions to keyword search: for example, Schmidt and Parashar [20] , and Loguinor et al. [18] defined keywords as coordinates of a multidimensional space, and re-indexed the documents as points according to the new defined space. While selforganizing P2PIR approaches incorporate a predefined semantic structure, each node is responsible to prepare its local indices, grouping them into semantic groups and register them in order to connect to the suitable subset of nodes in the predefined semantic structure. For example, Crespo and Garcia-Molina [8] proposed Semantic Overlay Networks (SONs). Shen et al. [21] built a P2PIR overlay depending on the hierarchical summary indexing. Stoica et al. [22] proposed the pLSI algorithm to build the (pSearch) search engine.
Node clustering approaches aggregating nodes according to their semantic attributes. The network construction involves three major tasks: extracting the semantic properties of a node to determine the proper location in the semantic space, grouping peers that have similar semantics into node-clusters, and finally interconnect clusters to form the overlay. Li et al. [17] presented an overlay network, namely Semantic Small World (SSW) that facilitates semantic based search in P2P systems. Zhua and Hub [26] proposed an architecture of IR on semi-collaborated P2P networks.
Bawa et al. [3] proposed SETS: Search Enhanced by Topic Segmentation (SETS), in which the overlay is partitioned into topic segments, such that nodes having similar documents are most likely belong to the same segment. Crespo and Garcia-Molina [8] proposed a distributed Connectivity-based Decentralized node Clustering (CDC) model, where nodes are supervised by originator nodes. Bhattacharya et al. [4] focused on supporting similarity queries for text information retrieval in DHT based overlay networks. Jin et al. [16] proposed "Query routing for semantic overlays", Support Vector Machine is used to establish the semantic overlay.
Each node in a P2PIR is given an identifier that is generated using the logical relationship (not the geographical) between nodes. Some P2P systems identify peers as points in a predefined geometrical space (called the identifier space), in such systems data keys are deterministically selected from the same identifier space, these systems are called structured P2PIR systems. On the other hand unstructured P2PIR systems randomly select both node identifiers and data keys. This paper presents a scalable self-organizing model such that node-to-node connectivity is locally established using node content. Node aggregation is not being explicitly monitored by nodes of special roles. Figure 1 presents a general view of content indexing and publication. The proposed model preserves P2PIR scalability throughout aggregating nodes that have similar content into a same connectivity group; then directing (mapping) queries to the groups of nodes that is most likely having relevant information. This objective could be achieved by a process of four steps: Partition the local content of each node into subsets of documents Local Equivalence Classes (LECes), using incremental transitive document clustering [12] ; representing each LEC by a vector of features (terms); map a LEC representative into a key, using locality preserving mapping function; i.e., similar LECes have closer keys, and; publish (send a copy of) the LEC representative to a P2P node that owns its key. According to the similarity between published LECes, nodes can autonomously establish connections to other similar nodes (each set of similar LECes on connected nodes forms a Universal Equivalence Class (UEC)). Comparison with other approaches will be presented in the evaluation sections.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed process of LEC formation, representation, and mapping. Section 3 explains the scenario of building UECes. Section 4 demonstrates the lookup over the proposed model. Section 5 explains the replication process and system maintenance. The implementation and evaluation of the proposed system are discussed in section 6. Finally, section 7 presents the conclusion.
Local Equivalence Classes
A source node (data provider) partitions its local content into LECes of documents, and selects a representative for each LEC that is formed using incremental transitive document-to-document similarity as in [12] .
LEC Representative
LEC representative is formed out of terms that selected from documents' vectors of the incremental-transitive cluster hierarchy. We will adapt the representativeselection method that was introduced in [13] , such that the terms of a representative vector are descending sorted according to weight, and the representative vector is reduced to a fraction of its original size (top-n terms are selected). This selection method ensures that the average similarity between documents' vectors in a cluster and its reduced representative is slightly downgraded even when the size is reduced to one third of its original size [13] .
Mapping LEC Representative to Key Space
Similar LECes generated by different source nodes should be mapped to host node(s) that own their keys. To achieve this goal, variant of Locality Sensitive Hash (LSH) [9] is used. LSH maps nearest points in a space to closer images in the target space with high probability [4, 11] . We will adapt a LSH scheme that introduced in [14] . This scheme groups LSH out of a family of approximate min-wise independent permutations [5] . The LSH Key generation process accepts a list of terms as LEC representative, encoding each term by a universal hash function, then converting a sequence of encoded terms into a stream of bits, generating a subsequence of bits (each subsequent has a size equals to the size of the target key), and apply the LSH scheme to get a number (g) of keys for each LEC. An example showing the steps of the mapping process is illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . LSH locality preserving mapping scheme.
Universal Equivalence Classes
Nodes that have similar LECes are connected forming disjoint subsets of similar LECes that are called Universal Equivalence Classes (UECes). The term "disjoint" means that a set of nodes that are spanned by a UEC have more connectivity than to other nodes of other sets. Two requirements are needed to build the UECes:
1. A set of LECes on all nodes:
Li is a LEC owned by the node N j , and ℵ is the set of all nodes in the system. 2. "Connectivity" ℘ equivalence relation that used to form the universal equivalence classes.
• Definition 1: "Connectivity relation ℘: two nodes N 1 and N 2 are connected if they have at least two similar LECes, or they are hosting two similar LECes:
N2_Lj∈ST N1 , and N1_Li∈ST N2 } ST N1 , ST N2 are the semantic tables of nodes N 1 , N 2 respectively, and sim is the Jaccard similarity. N1_Li, and N2_Lj are two LECes on nodes N1, N2 respectively. ℘ could be proved to be an equivalence relation as follows:
℘ is Reflective since each node has all of its LECes connected to themselves. ℘ is Symmetric: because if N1℘N2 (N1 connected to N2) then ∃N2_Lj and N1_Li, such that N2_Lj∈ST N1 , consequently, according to definition 1, N1_Li∈ST N2 , which determines N2℘N1 (N2 is connected to N1). ℘ is Transitive since source nodes publish each of its LECes to hosting nodes, so, it is directly connected to a set N c of hosting nodes:
Each hosting node N hi ∈N c transitively connects the source node N to a set of other source nodes that have similar LECes to the LEC owned by N. A connectivity set of a UEC, denoted as Ω(UEC), is the subset of nodes that have at least one similar LEC to a LEC in Ω(UEC), a node could belong to more than one connectivity set. Detailed UEC formation process is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
Lookup for a User Request
Queries are not submitted to/by special nodes, so any node could issue and manipulate it. A query is treated as a new document on the issuing node. The issuing node searches locally for a relevant LEC, if it finds any, it expands query by adding terms of the relevant LEC to it, then it forwards query to all of the nodes that are connected through that LEC. In case the issuing node has no relevant LECes, it maps the query vector into a Qkey using the LSH scheme, and publishes it to a set of hosting nodes. A node that receives a query is called a current node, so we have a set of current nodes:
g: number of hash functions' groups.
Since LSH scheme maps similar keys to nearby nodes with high probability, there is a chance to find relevant LECes hosted by some members of Cur. If the relevant LEC is owned by the current node, then it returns it to the issuing node, and forwards the query to all of its connected nodes. If the relevant LEC is hosted by the current node, then it forwards the query to the owner source node to manipulate the query. In case no LECes are found relevant to a query, the current node forwards it to its neighbouring nodes in the P2P overlay after permitted by the issuing node. A search controller must be set, such that each current node saves a query-node list (NodeIds of all pre-visited nodes) to prevent entering into a loop. Figure 4 illustrates an example of query submission, and query manipulation procedure is presented in the algorithm: manipulateQuery.
Replication and UEC Maintenance
Controlled replicas of content on selected nodes improve the efficiency and robustness of the P2PIR system [4, 6] . In our model, each node of a connectivity set of a UEC could cache the content of LECes having similarity ≥ replication threshold (Sh) from connected nodes. Semantic table (global index)-also-could be replicated on neighbour nodes in a P2P overlay.
• Content Replication: LEC content is replicated on a node if it has a LEC of high similarity to the replicated one. Consequently, nodes that have high similar LECes are most likely having same interests that forms an interest group, which is considered a good tool for building efficient P2PIR systems [6] . 
UEC Maintenance
This section addresses the issues of departing nodes; either normally or by fault. P2PIR model requires to validate the node-connectivity status whenever A considerable change occurred on the UECes, the term considerable could be: A constant period of time elapsed since the last validation; a predefined number of departs or joins; newly added LECes having sim ≥ threshold; or newly replicated LECes.
New Additions
• New Nodes: A new node obtains its semantic table while connectivity establishment. The neighbouring nodes should copy, to the new detected node, the entries of its semantic tables that store LECes having keys closer to the identifier of the new node.
• LEC Change New Documents Added: New documents must be indexed and attached to a LEC they have higher similarity to. This causes new terms to be added to the LEC representative. If a major change occurred to the LEC representative, then it becomes necessary to re-calculate the LEC key, and the connectivity to other LECes on the hosting nodes. The term (major change) means that the ratio of newly added terms exceeds a predefined limit.
• New LECes Added Node Re-clustering: Newly added documents could form new LECes that establish new connections to other nodes. The new connectivity status could re-organize the UECes, such that a subset of connected nodes is involved in the re-arrangement procedure. This procedure makes it possible to maintain clusters without needing to re-organize the overall system, since each node can locally maintain its connections without contacting any central node.
Nodes' Withdrawals
Nodes withdrawal imposes other procedures to preserve the connectivity within a connectivity set, since neighbouring nodes within the underlying P2P network are not necessarily belong to same connectivity set.
• Normal Withdrawals: Leaving node must alert other nodes in the connectivity set, such that entries in its semantic • Faulty Node Withdrawal: When a faulty node is detected, all connected nodes to that node must cancel its connections in order to preserve the consistency of node-to-node connectivity. Faulty connection could be resolved locally on each member of Ω(UEC), since the connectivity information is recorded as entries in the semantic table of each node in the connectivity set.
Implementation and Evaluation
A Java application called SemanticNode has been developed. This application defines the operations of the proposed P2PIR system. The SemanticNode is registered as an application on the PlanetSim simulator [10] . A testing data set of 10000 documents is randomly selected from the Reuters 21578 collection. The selected documents are randomly distributed into 100 groups, where a group represents the content of one source node. The Chord [22] overlay (implemented by PlanetSim) is selected as the underlying P2P overlay. Basically, a network of 1000 nodes is constructed, where each node is assigned an identifier of 64 bits. A number of nodes (mostly 50) were selected randomly among the network to initialize their semantic tables 1 . During the initialization phase, each SemanticNode application publishes its LECes to hosting nodes, then building their connectivity sets.
Connectivity Evaluation
Connectivity evaluation aims to examine the "aggregation of connected nodes into connectivity sets of UECes".
• Evaluation Procedure: Prior to the simulation, the actual node-to-node connectivity is computed, and used as controlling criterion. While the LEC-to-LEC Jaccard similarity is computed in a similar way as they are in a single centralized node. The evaluation procedure includes: First, for each source node, determine the set of actually-connected nodes: R Ni . Then, run the SemanticNode application on the selected set of source nodes.
Step that follows is determining the directly-connected nodes C Ni (discovered by the SemanticNode), and the transitive connected nodes. In order to determine the set of actually-connected nodes, |R Ni ∩C Ni | should be determined for each node, which represents the number of actually-connected nodes that are discovered by the SemanticNode. Two factors are used to determine the effectiveness of the connectivity relation ℘:
1 It is not necessary for the content of all nodes to be available at the bootstrapping (this is only an example state).
1. The first is the ratio of the discovered directlyconnected nodes to the actually-Connected nodes (|R Ni ∩C Ni |/|R Ni |) that examines the symmetry of ℘. 2. The second is the ratio of nodes that have transitive connectivity that examines the transitivity of℘.
• Symmetric Connectivity Evaluation: The connectivity ratio | R Ni ∩C Ni |/| R Ni |, was recorded for 50 source nodes out of a network of 1000 nodes for (low, medium, and high) degrees of connectivity. The distribution of numbers of source nodes over 10 intervals is plotted in Figure 5 , it shows that more connected nodes are being discovered as the degree of connectivity increased. The average connectivity ratios are: 35%, 43%, 54% for low, medium and high connectivity degrees respectively. This result gives more evidence that the first factor is accomplished, even when smaller number of hash functions' groups is used. The symmetric property of the direct connectivity among nodes was also tested by examining the number of symmetric similar LECes. An experiment of 50 source nodes shows that about 60% of connected nodes have symmetric connectivity with more than 90% of their similar LECes, see Figure 6 . • Transitive Connectivity Evaluation: Two experiments were performed using the same system parameters. The set of transitively-connected nodes is determined for each source node, and the distribution is plotted in Figure 7 -b. The cardinality of the direct-connectivity set distribution is plotted in Figure 7 -a. The connectivity of most of the source nodes is enhanced, since connected (and hosting) nodes became reachable by at most two hops. It is clear that transitivity makes the curve of the direct connectivity Figure 7 -a shifted toward larger cardinality intervals. The results above give more evidence that the proposed model (even when using a lower degree of connectivity) meets the transitivity condition. So, the connectivity relation ℘ successfully forms the universal equivalence classes that span similar source and hosting nodes. 
Lockup Evaluation
There are three types of query answers: No answer or missed query (no relevant answer within the maximum allowed number of hops is found); exact relevant answer (a query got a relevant answer directly from one hop); and retrieved query answers (a query got answers after being forwarded through more than two successive hops). The search process was applied on 431 random queries, and evaluated according to the following parameters:
• Mapping: Number of hash functions' groups used to map both LECes and queries.
• Replication: The presence or the absence of content replication.
• Connectivity Degree: Low, medium, or high.
The first experiment uses (1, 2, and 4) hash functions' groups to map random queries. This experiment shows that mapping has a significant effect on query answering; where the number of responses (both exact relevant and retrieved answers) is enhanced when more hash groups are used; see Figure 8 The second experiment examines the effect of content replication and the degree of connectivity on the retrieval efficiency. This experiment indicates that higher degree of connectivity and content replication enhances the retrieval efficiency. Queries that found at least one relevant LEC are plotted versus the number of hash functions' groups in Figure 8 -b. Ratio of queries that got answers were: 74%, 68%, and 46% using 4, 2, and 1 hash group respectively. These results are acceptable according to other models. For example, Gupta model [11] used random queries, and mapping scheme of 5 hash groups each of 20 functions, 38% of queries had a match, while the average similarity between queries and partitions was 0.9 to 1.0.
In our model, we got 23% of queries having an exact relevant answer, and 74% of queries have a retrieved answer, using a mapping scheme of 4 hash groups and an average similarity of 0.5. Yee and Frieder [23] returned answers of (1060 to 1213) queries out of 10000; i.e., 11% to 12% of queries have a match. Cohen et al. [7] got about 22% of queries having relevant answers in case of 1% of nodes having data, Reuters 21578 have been used for testing. Zhou et al. [25] got 55% average recall ratio by using an average of 8 hops, our model returns 42% of the exact relevant answers for an average number of hops=2.75. Table 1 presents the number of relevant LECes of 431 queries against the number of hops for two and four hash functions' groups. It is clear that the ratios of the exact relevant answers are better for 2 or less hops. 
System Scalability Evaluation
The objective is testing the relation between network size and system response. Network size used is growing exponentially: 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, and 16000 nodes. All experiments were performed using two groups of hash functions to map both LECes and query submission, without content replication. The number of queries that got at least one answer is recorded for the three answer types, and plotted as in Figure 9 . Figure  9 -a shows that number of queries that have exact relevant answers is not affected when upgrading from 1000 to 2000 nodes. Whereas it decreases rapidly while upgrading from 2000 and 4000 nodes before it returns back to graceful decreasing for the rest of the network sizes.
This result could be justified as follows: as the network grows; the subset of keys that are owned by a node becomes smaller. So, the chance for two similar LECes (or a query) to be mapped to the same node becomes smaller. Consequently, relevant LECes to a query could be mapped to two nodes in a neighbourhood, making the chance to forward a query to neighbouring (not connected) node more probable. Therefore a query will find a retrieved answer instead of exact relevant answer. In our model, the average downgrading is about 19% as the network size grows exponentially, while other researchers, for example Jin and Chen [15] , got an average downgrading ratio of 37% for a linearly growing network. Experiments show also that the system scalability is better preserved using more hash groups; as could be observed in 
Conclusions
The proposed model of P2PIR system has efficiently built a content-based connectivity between nodes. The model is better preserving the system scalability, where the number of queries that got an exact relevant answer downgrades, in average, around 19% when the size of the network is doubled. The proposed model directs queries to small subsets of connected nodes that are most likely having relevant answers; i.e., 74% of queries got at least one answer, even when the implemented system used only 12% of the minimum number of required hash groups (according to the LSH scheme). The efficiency of the proposed model could be enhanced by increasing the degree of connectivity. Connectivity increases the ratio of queries that could have exact relevant answers using at most two hops. Efficiency could also be enhanced using a higher number of groups for the LSH scheme, and content replication. These results give evidence to accept the assumption of connectivity as pseudo equivalence relation, and consequently accept the assumption of sets of connected nodes as universal equivalence classes.
